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INNOVATION & RECALIBRATION — 
Pastor Hutchins    COC   Tues/Sept. 27, 2021 

 
I. INNOVATING OUR DISCIPLESHIP     
  PLAN IN LIGHT OF THESE SEVEN     
  DISRUPTION CONCLUSIONS — 
 A. The Disruption Timeline ——  

 
 B. These three seasons of COVID-19 impact   
    our church life. Adjust. Invest. Engage.  
 C. We anticipate the following seven         
    disruption conclusions:   
  1. If our church is going to be effective in the 
    future, we must be relevant now! 
  2. We are NOT going back to a pre-COVID- 
    19 normal. We accept this season as our   
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    opportunity to allow God to create a new   
    normal in our church! 
  3. Any sense of normal — old or new — will 
    be further away than we expect it to be! 
  4. The longer it takes us to get to our new    
    normal, the longer it will take the majority 
    of our congregation to re-engage the      
    vision of our church! 
  5. This season is a gift to our church. It's our  
    opportunity to reboot. It will prove to be   
    the season that makes us better, more      
    focused, disciple-makers.   
  6. Because of this season, the adjustments we 
    make now will shape how we operate     
    differently in the  years to come.   
  7. As members of the COC Dream Team, we 
    must commit to all three phases of        
    Disruption Innovation:   

Adjust. Invest. Engage. 
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 A. We ASSESS our Reality — We define an   
     accurate picture of the realities &        
     implications of the COVID-19          
     quarantine/shut-downs in our own unique 
     context.  
 B. We DEVELOP our Strategy — We create  
   a contextual strategy that forms the        
   foundation of our planning process that     
   looks at the specific rhythms of our        
   visionary leadership through each phase    
   (Adjust, Invest, & Engage) & we examine   
   what those phases will require from us as   
   leaders.  
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 C. We INVOLVE our Teams — We         
   collaborate to get the right information to   
   the right people at the right time.  
 D. We EXECUTE our Plan — We lead a     
   strategically planned initiative designed to   
   re-engage our church.  
 E. We INSPIRE our Church — We will      
   maintain an intentional communication     
   strategy that is far reaching and consistent. 

II. THERE ARE ONLY 5 ATTITUDES OF  
   SEPARATION FROM GROWTH TO   
   DECLINE —  
 A. The biggest difference between those      
    churches that are growing & those        
    churches that are declining is the attitude of 
    the leaders! 
 B. The leaders of growing churches almost    
    always share a common attitude — 
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  1. And it is their attitude that has the biggest  
    impact and greatest influence in the results 
    they are seeing in their churches —  
  2. It has been said that, "Attitude may or may 
    not be everything, but it’s close." 
 C. The first attitudinal difference we see is: 
  1. We Can vs. We Can’t — 
   a. One of the biggest differences we see    
     now between churches that are pivoting   
     so that they can thrive, & those that are   
     stuck waiting on normal to return is their  
     ATTITUDE around what is & what is   
     not possible —  
   b. Growing churches (organizations)       
     believe they can. 
   c. Declining churches (organizations)      
     believe they can’t. 
   d. Henry Ford once said, “Whether you    
     believe you can or believe you can’t,     
     you’re right.”  He was correct. 
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   e. Growing churches make a way when     
     there seems to be no way, which is what  
     the God of our salvation specializes in!  
   f. Growing churches have leaders who will  
     sit around their leadership tables coming  
     up with 20 ways in which to make it     
     happen.  
    i. In this hour, the church needs men &    
      women who refuse to sit around & find  
      the reasons why things won't work —  
   g. Growing churches believe they can. It’s   
     that simple. And even if they’re wrong,   
     they value their attempts at living out     
     their mission with high risks. As a result,  
     they create an environment where they   
     celebrate each endeavor they make with  
     boldness —   
    i. They embrace their "peradventure"     
      moments, & delight in each spiritual    
      invitation to venture faith & "go       
      fail boldly."  
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  2. Them V. Us — 
   a. Growing churches focus on the people    
     they're trying to reach —  
   b. Declining churches focus on themselves. 
   c. At the Church of Champions, we live     
     with an outside-in mindset —  
   d. Any church (organization) that is        
     primarily focused on the needs & wants   
     of their members is a church that is      
     insider-focused — 
   e. The mission of the church is to reach the  
     world. It's the whole gospel to the whole  
     world and growing churches not only    
     know this, but they also live it —  
   f. The instability we're leading through in   
     this season makes that difference even    
     more pronounced —  
    g. While many churches were moving into  
     preservation mode, the Church of        
     Champions was moving in its mission. 
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   h. As result of what we're seeing, I'm       
     convinced more now than ever before    
     that the future belongs to those who      
     moved into their Apostolic mission. 
    i. When this crisis hit, some churches &    
     organizations moved immediately into    
     preservation mode — 
    a. Others moved into mission.  
   j. This crisis has been an equal opportunity  
     exploiter of people's hearts —  
    a. Selfish churches run toward           
      preservation while unselfish churches   
      run into mission!  
 3. Principles V. Preferences — 
  a. Declining churches focus on member’s    
    preferences — 
  b. When leaders bend to the pressure of      
    member's preferences, they often lose     
    sight of their mission —  
  c. Declining churches bend to the preferences 
    of members. Growing churches do not. 
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   i. Instead, Growing churches focus on the   
     principles (even strategies) that will help  
     them reach new people. 
  d. This is not to say that Growing churches   
    ignore the needs of their members, but it   
    says that they realize the needs of their    
    members are best fulfilled by making their 
    lives about something bigger than their    
    preferences (i.e., the mission). 
 4. Proactive V. Reactive — 
  a. This is the first cousin to points 2 and 3    
    above, but the difference is either life-    
    giving or deadly, depending on where you  
    locate your response. 
  b. Growing churches are proactive. They     
    choose their agenda & immediately take   
    action & employ their strategy, revisions,  
    pivots, etc., on those issues that can impact 
    their future. 
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  c. Declining churches are reactive, letting    
    members determine the agenda & reacting  
    to problems as they arise. 
  d. In fact, most declining churches are so     
    busy reacting to problems other people    
    raise that they never get around to charting 
    a course for the future. 
   i. And, we all know that any organization   
     that does not get around to charting its    
     course for the future, has no future.  
  e. Growing churches have a strong          
    predisposition for setting their own course, 
    not because they are selfish, but because   
    they are determined leaders who see what  
    the mission requires & choose to deal     
    with it. 
  f. Leaders in growing churches refuse to     
    yield to the agenda of others that would    
    take them off mission. As a result, they are  
    far more effective — 
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 5. Today V. Someday — 
  a. Growing churches act. And they act now. 
   i. Declining churches don’t. 
  b. Leaders who are pensive & lead declining  
    churches never actually believe they won't  
    act, they just prefer to act eventually, when 
    the time is right — which is code "never."  
  c. By contrast, great leaders & great teams    
    banish the word ‘someday’ from their     
    vocabulary, because they realize that      
    someday usually equals never. 
  d. If you want to be effective, you act. 
  e. If you want to be ineffective, you don’t. 
  f. Talk without action has little value, & too  
    many church leaders specialize in talk. 
   i. In addition, too many church teams meet  
     for the sake of meeting, thinking that     
     "meeting" is equivalent to acting!        
   ii. "Meetings" and "taking action" are not   
     synonymous.  
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  g. If you can’t remember the last time you    
    made a major decision that changed the    
    course of your church, you're wasting     
    precious time. 
   i. And, if you can talk about the same issues 
     meeting after meeting with no resolution,  
     you are spinning your wheels.  
  h. Does that mean you have to act on        
    everything? Well, yes and no. 
   i. If you’re not going to act, strike the item  
     off the agenda & move on. 
   ii. If you are going to act, act. Now. 
   iii. Don’t get stuck in the no man’s land of  
      believing the lie that talking about      
      things solves things. 
  i. Action produces traction. So, Act. 

III. THE WORLD HAS CHANGED, & THE 
    LEADERS WHO TRY & GO BACK    
    TO THE WAY IT WAS WILL         
    INCREASINGLY FIND               
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   THEMSELVES TRYING TO REACH A 
   WORLD THAT NO LONGER EXISTS! 
 A. C. Nieuwhof said, "The post-pandemic     
     world is something like air travel after     
    9/11. People will fly again. It will just      
    never be the same." 
 B. Moving forward, here are a few things that 
leaders can act on immediately that will make 
progress in the emerging world —  
 C. #1: Make a Decision About Your New    
   Pace.  
  1. Find a pace that is sustainable — 
  2. Over time, there is an inverse relationship  
    between overworking & performance: the  
    more hours you work the less effective    
    you become.  
  3. Leaders who ignore personal sabbaths    
    learn the sad reality  of doing so —  
   a. If you don't declare a finish line, your    
     body will.  
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 D. #2: Focus On People You've Reached,    
    Not The People You Lost!  
  1. Leaders who spend their time frustrated,   
    bitter, & angry over the changes people    
    have made during this crisis are leaders    
    who are ensuring that they themselves     
    never change — because you'll stay angry  
    at the past while everyone else is walking  
    into the future.  
  2. Hear again the voice of "the One who     
    holds the seven Spirits of God & the      
    Seven Stars," speaking to the Angel of the 
    Church in Sardis, "Wake up! Strengthen  
    what remains & is about to die, for I have 
    found your deeds unfinished in the sight  
    of My God."                  Rev. 3:2  
  3. I have determined to sharpen my focus &  
    celebrate the wonderful people who've     
    remained with us through the entire crisis  
    as well as celebrate the ones Jesus has     
    added to us in midst of crisis!  
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 E. #3: Leaders Who Are Determined to     
   Grow Through This Crisis Have Chosen  
   New Metrics to Measure Momentum In   
   This New Season!    
  a. This is hard, but every growth-centric     
    organization has realized the need to pivot  
    from the attendance/sales/growth numbers  
    of 2019 and realize that new metrics are   
    required. 
  b. While not erasing the historic data, we     
    must not look at them as our barometer for 
    today.  
  c. Choose new metrics. It's critical that you   
    do so because new metrics for a new      
    season is what will help discern new      
    momentum when it builds to catapult your 
    organization into stratospheric growth in   
    new ways.  
 F. #4: Focus On What You Can Control,    
    Not On What You Can't —  
  a. We can't control a virus, governmental     
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    regulations, human behavior, or emerging   
    crisis-driven habits. So, rather than railing  
    against them, we must stop & focus on    
    serving & helping people where we can.  
  b. Our Serve Teams have done a phenomenal 
    job of this. Our Care Teams, Our First     
    Responders, Our Prayer Teams, Our      
    Doctors & Nurses, Our Elders & our      
    Board… all of our Dream Teamers have   
    made huge pivots so they could continue   
    making huge impact — meeting people at  
    the point of their need.  
 G. #5: Staff To A New Skillset —  
  1. It's clear to me that the future for the      
    church as well as business, is a future     
    made of hybrid: a seamless oscillation     
    between digital & physical.  
  2. At COC, we plat from the future for the    
    future. In other words, we don't work to    
    replace, we work to re-imagine!  
    Re-imagine our future!  


